Xirico 2010 radio from West Berlin, 1989-90.
Wende Museum

The fifth season of 1980s drama The Americans premieres tonight on FX, and fans are desperate
to know what scrapes undercover Russian man-and-wife spies Elizabeth (Keri Russell) and Philip
(Matthew Rhys) are going to get themselves into.
Back when the series began in 2013, the producers could never have imagined that allegations of
corruption and interference by Russia would turn that nation back into a bogeyman, despite the
U.S. president being a confessed fan of the Russian president.
The election of Donald Trump also promised the building of a wall, something that Joes Segal, chief
curator at the Wende Museum in Culver City, understands people might relate to the Berlin Wall.
But there’s a difference from the days of the Cold War: “Then, the U.S. was more or less united
against the Russian superpower, but now there’s a split amongst people across the U.S. itself. The
wall that separated Germany was also to keep people in, not keep people out.”

Joes Segal The Wende Museum, which is open on Fridays or by appointment, deals specifically
with the Eastern Bloc countries — the former Soviet Union, East Germany, Hungary, Romania
and a number of other Communist nations — and exists to look behind that literal wall and show
that, despite what little the West knew in those pre–social media days, people gave "meaning to
their lives, and they tried to make it pleasant despite what was happening.”
The museum’s many artifacts and exhibits include the intricate drawings and photos of an analog
facial-recognition program that was started by border guards at the famous Checkpoint Charlie
crossing point on the wall between East and West Germany.

An early facial-recognition manual from Checkpoint Charlie.
Wende Museum

There are also more than 200 painted posters by artists from the glasnost/perestroika era. “They’re
very critical and satirical,” Segal says, “even for a time when the country was seemingly opening
up to the world.”
The current exhibit, “Questionable History,” highlights this, and Segal says that visitors —
especially tourists from eastern Germany — often argue among themselves. “One person will
become nostalgic for the past, another will feel it should be destroyed and forgotten, let alone put
in a museum," Segal says. "It all depends on their personal experiences.”
There’s also counterculture artwork, 100-plus retro radios and countless everyday items from the
lives of people who were living in these countries, as well as the more Instagram-friendly busts of
Lenin.

A vandalized Lenin bust, 1965/1989.
Wende Museum

Segal, a history professor who taught at UCLA on an exchange scheme from his Dutch university
several years ago, accepted a yearlong guest curatorship after visiting the museum but now has a
permanent position. “I had no plans to stay in America,” he says, “and yet here I am, another of
the many immigrants!”
As for the future, Segal reasons that what Trump admires is Putin’s authoritarian streak: how he
gets things done. “The macho images of Putin seem to appeal to Trump as well,” he notes, adding
that it’s too early to say how close the former superpower enemies are now (or indeed became in
recent months).
This month, a monthly lecture series called “Art Past Present” begins, in which contemporary
artists look at the meaning of history in their work, a subject that relates to two of Segal’s favorite
paintings here.

Aleksei Pavlovich Solodovnikov's The Divorce (1955).
Wende Museum

“One is a Russian piece by Aleksei Pavlovich Solodovnikov called The Divorce from 1955. That was
just two years after Stalin’s death, but the subject matter is ambiguous, and shows modern life
versus tradition as a couple undergo a divorce," Segal says. "Almost next to it is Hungarian
painting Automation by György Kádár from 1962, a cubist, experimental piece.”

Cubist experimental painting Automation.
Wende Museum

During the decades of the Cold War, the West saw Eastern Bloc countries as repressive and
utilitarian, a place where imagination and innovation was discouraged, but these paintings alone
show the opposite, he says. He then refers to current unrest within the United States, noting,
“There is so much division in civil life nowadays that it is vitally important to exchange ideas and
views.”
5741 Buckingham Pkwy., Suite E, Culver City, CA. (310) 216 1600, wendemuseum.org
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THE GDR
OBJECTS / EAST GERMANY

s with architecture
and design, the study
of postwar history is
often contaminated by
contemporary politics.
East Germany is a case
in point. Those who oppose today’s
neoliberalism praise the short-lived
state’s latter years, when investment in
system-built public housing caught up with
its commitments to education and social
security, to social and sexual equality, to
full employment and affordable food and
transport. Adversaries prefer to highlight
East Germany’s status as Europe’s largest
police state, an incompetent Soviet puppet
regime guilty of physical and psychological
violence against its declining population, its
economy burdened by over-militarisation
– in essence, the totalitarianism of
Germany’s past in a different guise.
More revealing than such grandstanding
is the comparison that the East German
state itself made long and loud during its
41-year existence – that living standards,
judged on per-capita consumption,
would outstrip those in West Germany
through the scientific application of
central planning. In the face of the latter’s
economic miracle, this claim fast became
absurd, eroding the regime’s legitimacy
and, many would argue, ensuring its
eventual collapse.
The Wende Museum in Culver, Los
Angeles, is an astonishing, panoptic
compilation of more than 100,000 objects,
predominantly from East Germany. It’s
also the perfect place to investigate such
disputes. Removed from their European
context, these contested relics – all too
many of which acquired the status of junk
overnight in 1989 – revert to being the
stuff of human life. A diverse abundance of
restaurant menus, knitting patterns and
canned foods sits alongside hair dryers,
skin creams and scrapbooks of school trips,
banishing sterile caricatures of dreary
housing blocks, ill-fitting clothes, drugged
athletes, grey skies and lives spent in limbo.
The goal of the museum is not any denial
of wider contexts. Aided by a rigorous
programme of scholarly engagement –
one result of which is a vast, captivating
omnibus published by Taschen, Beyond
the Wall: Art and Artifacts from the GDR
– the museum’s objects offer increased
understanding of, and empathy with, those
who made, owned and eventually parted
with them. And not all is domesticity.

Despite its grey image, there is an undeniable vigour to the products
that came out of East Germany in the four decades of its existence.
Yet the dynamics at play in their creation go far beyond design
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LEFT Product design
remained vibrant, as
in this 1950s table for
plants; using plastic
became a priority in
the 1960s, resulting
in such designs as
the Kangaroo chair
by West German
Ernst Moeckl and
Klaus Kunis’s sleek
watering can
ABOVE Milk bars
remained in vogue
right into the 1970s;
restaurants often
focused on regional
cuisines and those of
Soviet-aligned states
RIGHT Art glass
remained popular,
often from Saxony
or – as with this cutglass example from
the 1960s – Thuringia
MARCH 2016
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IN THE EAST, WOMEN
WERE SEEN AS
WORKERS. IN THE WEST,
THEY WERE CONSUMERS

ALL IMAGES: COURTESY THE WENDE MUSEUM AND TASCHEN GMBH

There are hidden microphones and spy
cameras, personal material donated
by border guards and political leaders,
bold posters announcing bolder economic
plans, and velvet banners with gaping holes
where Stalin’s image was ripped away.
Insights into East German society are
legion. The prevalence of stylish plastic
goods in bright colours – from polyester
clothing to kitchenware – was a response to
a debilitating lack of raw materials. Soviet
oil was a (sometimes patchy) exception, so
plastic was promoted from the late 1950s
as prestigious, durable and socialist. The
survival of the Bauhaus tradition, despite
the departure of Dutch designer Mart Stam
to the West in 1952, ensured that these
goods often shared a minimalist aesthetic
with their West German equivalents.
The wide range of labour-saving devices
(and instant foods) reflects the regime’s aim
of lessening the burden of housework on
women, thus increasing their contribution
to the economy – a contrast to the West
German tendency to position women as
housebound consumers. Similar state
interventions were evident in high culture
and, less successfully, fashion. Early
schizophrenic attempts to promote haute
couture alongside traditional costume and
workers’ uniforms, then later to devise
imitations of Western clothes, proved well
beyond the capacities of central planners.
In all spheres, surprise at sophisticated
products – personal computers were a
particular strength – must be tempered
by the fact that many never made it into
people’s homes. The embrace of consumer
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ABOVE Laboursaving devices, such
as this Multiboy
food processor, were
promoted so women
could go out to work,
as well as doing their
share of DIY at home,
as in this ad for
Brücol wood putty
LEFT From drink
labels to the cultured
Das Magazin, with its
spritely illustrations
by Werner Klemke, a
bold graphic design
tradition remained
RIGHT Despite
designs such as this
1960s night light,
a miserly supply of
poor Soviet oil led to
persistent quality and
production issues for
the plastics industry
MARCH 2016
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Factories began prioritising goods for
export, including to West Germany, with
investment directed at suitable products
such as cameras. As the productivity of
ageing factories declined, prices and waiting
lists for consumer goods rose – by the mid1980s, a 12-year wait for a car was normal.
Efforts to bolster the regime lead to an
explosion of foreign debt, much of it owed
to West German banks. Yet the basic tenets
of a socialist state, such as social security
and housing, remained intact: a bribe or a
principle, depending on your perspective.
Certainly, the equality and stability of East
German life seem to be among the reasons
behind the much-disputed phenomenon of
Ostalgie in former citizens.
Few states have had such an intimate
engagement as East and West Germany.
Perhaps the Wende Museum should
cement the break with communist kitsch
and start collecting materials from the

PRODUCTS ON WEST
GERMAN TELEVISION
SUGGESTED A BETTER
LIFE WAS POSSIBLE

ABOVE A 1984 poster
for the fibre- and
resin-bodied Trabant,
and a 1950s radio –
there were heavy
fines for tuning in to
Western broadcasts
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communism after the 1000 Kleine Dinge
(“1000 Little Things”) campaign of 1958, and
of economic liberalisation and technology
in the 1960s, were intended to stimulate
the economy and satisfy demands for the
products prevalent in the West. Despite
some initial success, there was rising anger
at the disparity between effervescent
pronouncements by politicians and a reality
of queuing, shortages, limited choice and
poor quality. Products seen on West German
television and in mail-order catalogues,
or in packages sent by relatives across the
border, suggested a better life was possible.
The lack of resources pushed the state
into ever more desperate measures to
obtain foreign currency. Specialist shops
selling Western goods for West German
marks expanded rapidly from 1966,
adding to social inequality, dissatisfaction
with local products and the detested yet
increasingly ubiquitous black market.
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latter to allow a true understanding of
their relationship.
Despite West Germany’s economic
success and liberal creed, it stands accused
of fetishising consumerism to produce a
collective identity, of presenting wealth as
a democratic force. Sins, past and present,
as well as the less welcome aspects of
free-market capitalism, were all swept
under the carpet, fostering disillusionment
among the young. Exploitation of “guest
workers”, often Turkish, Spanish or
Portuguese, was common; and cracks in
the supposed “social market economy”
became increasingly apparent – as many
East Germans soon found, unemployed
and unwelcome in the newly unified state.
A reciprocity of investigation would
be beneficial, but the Wende Museum’s
project remains a vital one. The confused,
corrupt East German state survived only
four decades – little more than the span of
the Star Wars franchise, yet long enough
to frame the lives of millions. Reclaiming
the dignity and fullness of those lives is
an immense achievement: other museums
should take note.

FAR LEFT Two 1980s
releases from Amiga,
the rock imprint of
the state-owned
record company
LEFT The Leipzig Fair
magazine: Germany’s
largest pre-war trade
fair remained a key
point of contact with
the outside world
RIGHT Computer
firm Robotron was
one of the GDR’s most
successful companies
despite its struggles
for investment
MARCH 2016
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A Surge of Interest in East-Bloc Mementos
Antiques
By EVE M. KAHN JAN. 7, 2016

Lithographic portraits of Lenin (1972) in a Warholian style by the Hungarian artist Tibor Zala.

When Communist regimes in Europe were unraveling in 1989, collaborators and
dissidents alike began destroying vital historical material, from statues of dictators to
family snapshots of government informers to manuals that exaggerated the quality of
East German car engines. Now relics of ordinary life and heinous acts in the Soviet bloc
are resurfacing in museums, publications and auctions.
Recent books have delved into East German propaganda posters andStalinist
architecture as well as apartment life, bus-stop design, children’s books and storewindow aesthetics in the Eastern bloc. Current exhibitions explore early Soviet
photography and film (the Jewish Museum in New York); Soviet industrial design
(the Kunsthal in Rotterdam, the Netherlands); cosmonauts (the Science Museum in
London); prison camps (the Gulag History Museum in Moscow); and Cuban
schoolbooks from the 1960s, based on Soviet models (HistoryMiami in Florida).

Symbolic blend: “Star Coca-Cola,” a 1988 oil on canvas by the Hungarian artist Sandor Pinczehelyi.

In Culver City, Calif., the Wende Museum, which focuses on Cold War artifacts from
Eastern Europe, is setting up galleries, labs and storage space inside a former
armory built in 1949. A vast range of products made within the Soviet bloc are to be
displayed, as well as documentation of the period when many Americans lived in dread
of potential nuclear attacks.
Justinian A. Jampol, the founder and executive director of the Wende Museum, said the
armory still has its Cold War fallout shelters, which will remain visible to the public.
“The ethos of the project is to prioritize transparency,” he said.
East German memorabilia in the Wende collection is the subject of a 904-page study,
“Beyond the Wall: Art and Artifacts From the GDR” (Taschen). Among the 2,500 objects
it illustrates are packaged soap, album covers, typewriters, maps, clocks, lingerie,
tapestries and sports equipment, with recurring images of eager factory workers and
bountiful collective farms. There are military uniforms, grenades, warning signs from
border crossings, recording devices used by spies and books portraying Americans as
violent racists.
Dr. Jampol describes the widespread attempts in Central and Eastern Europe to discard
Communist records and objects in 1989 and thereafter as part of a typical Müllphase, or

“trash phase” in German. Such bursts of iconoclasm have recurred for millenniums,
from the methodical smashing of ancient sculptures and monuments by Byzantine
Christians to the destruction of Roman Catholic imagery during the Protestant
Reformation in Northern Europe.

“In Memory of the Liberation of Our Country,” a glazed porcelain vase made in Hungary in the 1980s.

For coming exhibitions in the Culver City armory, the Wende is collaborating with
the Getty Research Institute in studying how Hungarian artists, photographers,
designers and manufacturers adapted to Communist restrictions. The museum is also
working with the Wellcome Trust in London on a show, “War of Nerves: The
Psychological Landscape of the Cold War,” about how political leaders persuaded
citizens to inform on one another.
The Wende’s collection has expanded partly through purchases of archival material
from governments. In 2010, for example, Hungarian officials auctioned off hundreds of
pieces of propaganda; a showroom wall at the sale preview was devoted to nearly
identical framed portraits of Lenin.
The Wende Museum has also received gifts from Communist perpetrators of injustice
and from victims who acquired mementos as a form of therapy, Dr. Jampol said, adding,

“A lot of these artifacts are fraught.” He said that he wanted to encourage the
preservation of all objects in the field, even those considered painful or embarrassing or
that evoked the most sadistic figures or most violent upheavals.
If the evidence were lost, he said, “that would be the biggest tragedy of all.”
Last year a variety of Communist-era material came up at specialty auctions in Europe
and the United States. J. James Auctioneers & Appraisers in Plymouth, Mass., offered
around 100 Russian posters, and pieces of Soviet porcelain were dispersed
through Lempertz auction house in Berlin. The Romanian auction
house Artmark organized a sale of art and memorabilia from the era, including clothing
and tableware that belonged to the family of the dictator Nicolae Ceausescu, who was
toppled and killed in Romania in 1989. At a Bonhams sale in New York titled “Conflicts
of the 20th Century,” the lots included two metal signs that were posted at the Berlin
Wall. (The pair sold for $2,000.)
On Wednesday, hundreds of items related to the Soviet space program came up for sale
at a RegencySuperior auction in St. Louis. A 1960s lamp that sold for about $200 is in
the form of a silver rocket spewing red exhaust; little plaques encircling the base depict
Lenin and symbols of Soviet pride (farmers, happy factory workers, electricity, ships).
The catalog called the knickknack a “fantastic piece of propaganda.”
Newly unearthed material is inspiring still more shows and publications. In Berlin, an
exhibition of moldering Cold War installations in Europe will open in March at
the German Historical Museum, and an excavated chunk of a long-buried Lenin statue
will go on view in April at the Spandau Citadel. In June Rutgers University Press will
release “Drawing the Iron Curtain: Jews and the Golden Age of Soviet Animation,” by
the art historian Maya Balakirsky Katz. Twin Cities Public Television in St. Paul is at
work on a documentary about Stalin.
Catherine Allan, executive producer of the Stalin film, said that source materials
uncovered so far include secret diaries with entries criticizing Communist leaders,
footage from Stalin’s home movies, crude portraits that Politburo committee members
doodled of one another and ghostly evidence of political purges.
In many of the archival photos that have surfaced, she said, “there are faces that have
been completely penciled or inked over.”
Eve M. Kahn
A version of this article appears in print on January 8, 2016, on page C28 of the New
York edition.

As the rest of the world remembered the 25th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall over
the weekend, the Wende Museum in Culver City broke ground for the renovation and
expansion of the former National Guard Armory on Culver Boulevard, its new home.

The 1950s Modernist structure will be transformed into 15,000 feet of exhibition space and
archive storage for the Wende, whose mission is to preserve the history and material culture
of the Cold War-era and its present and future ramifications.
Justin Jampol, founder and executive director of the Wende, started the collection 12 years
ago, acquiring artifacts, art work, personal photos, menus and other memorabilia from East
Germany, the Soviet Union and other Eastern Bloc countries.
“No one knew what to do with all the various paraphernalia they owned,” said Jampol. “It
was a reminder of a past they wanted to forget. They were embarrassed to keep it so they
packed it in plastic and hid it in their attic or buried in the ground.”
Former East German leader Erich Honecker’s collection of personal papers are housed at
Wende. He stated in his will that he wanted his personal papers to be housed in a nonGerman institution.
“Being so far away gives us a unique reference point and perspective,” said Jampol.

A sculpture garden planned for the renovated facility will feature the museum’s 11 Berlin
Wall segments.
Nearly 400 guests sipped on "Leninade" Saturday evening while video of the events leading
up to the Berlin Wall’s collapse and the days that followed were shown on an outdoor screen.
Also on display were a 10-foot bronze sculpture of Lenin by Russian artist Pavel
Bondarenko, still in its original wooden crate, a guardhouse, half-unpacked busts of
Vladimir Lenin, Karl Marx, Joseph Stalin and Ernst Thälmann, along with everyday items
such as decorative plates and film posters.

The event also observed the launch of the Taschen book “Beyond the Wall: Arts and Artifacts
from the GDR,” a 900-page volume featuring 2,500 Cold War artifacts drawn from the
museum’s 100,000 piece collection, the largest collection in the U.S.
One highlight of the evening came when Jampol and publisher Benedikt Taschen drove in
(with some helpful pushing from staffers) in an authentic East German Trabant, a car
notorious for spewing smoke and an engine capable of the speed of a scooter.
“It smells like all of East Germany,” joked Taschen, who grew up in Cologne. This past
spring, the publisher donated half a million dollars for the renovation of the museum.
While restorations are underway, the Wende Museum’s archives and current exhibitions
will remain open at its current location on Buckingham Parkway.

